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Observations of Intraspecific Aggression and Cannibalism
in Polar Bears (Ursus man’timus)
MITCHELL TAYLOR,’ .THORLARSEN,,Z and R.E. -SCHWEINSBURG3..

ABSTRACT. Cannibalism in polar bears appears to occur as carrion feeding and as attacks by males on small cubs or incapacitated individuals.
Direct observations indicate that intraspecific killingandcannibalism occur among polar bears throughout the Arctic. Thehighincidence of
Trichinella infection and circumpolar observations of cannibalhn suggest that polar bears will readily eat other polar bears when they can do so
without excessive risk of injury. Speculations thatintraspecific aggression and cannibalismmay be an important social and ecological
force are consistent with existing information on polar bear biology.
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F&SUME. Le cannibatismechez les ours blancs semblese produire en des cas d’ingestion de
charogne et d’attaques pardes miles contre des oursons
ou des individus incapables dese dtfendre. Des observationsdirectes signalent qu’B travers I’Arctique, les ours blancs tuent et mangent d’autreours
de leur m h e esp&ce. L’incidence tlevte d’infection Trichinellaet les observationsde cannibalisme partoutdans les rtgions polaires suggkrent que
les ours blancs mangent sans htsitation d’autres ours blancs s’ilsle peuvent sansrecevoir de blessures graves. Des sptculations prtsentbs selon lesquelles l’agressionet le cannibalisme intrasptcifique comportent une importante force sociale et hlogique sont conformes B des informations connues sur la biologie des ours blancs.
Mots clts: agression, cannibalisme, parasitisme, ours blancs, dynamique des populations, Trichinella, Ursidae, Ursus mritimus
Traduit pour le journal par Maurice Guibord.

INTRODUCTION

Events that playimportant roles in determining the behaviour,
distribution, and abundance of a species may be short and difficult to observe. Thus observations of polar bears
attacking or
eating one another have been opportunistic and mainly anecdotal. Wesummarize the available accountsofpolarbear
intraspecific killing and cannibalism into four categories: 1)
infanticide by males; 2 ) infanticide by females; 3) adults killing other adults; and 4) carrion feeding or killing disabled
bears. We also examine the likelihood that cannibalism is the
primary vector of Trichinella propagation in polar bears.
Because direct observations of cannibalism are rare, our
conclusions are necessarily speculative. All undated citations
of Larsen (TL), Schweinsburg (RES), and Taylor (MT) refer
to this study.
Sources of Observation
Before 1970, commercial huntersused set-guns to kill polar
bears in the Svalbard archipelago. These set-guns were rifles
in boxes; bait placed in front of the gun was connected to the
rifle trigger. Cubs would usually stay with killed females and
females would often stay with slain cubs (TL). Svalbard has
long had continuously manned weather and research stations.
Both hunters and weather station personnel kept diaries and
submitted reports that contained accounts of polar bear cannibalism and intraspecific predation. TL conducted interviews
in 1980 and 1981 with individuals who kept these diaries.
Observations by Inuit are included here, butthe experience
of native observers is undersampled because of a lack of written records. Many observations of cannibalism came from
personnel involved inpolar bear research programs. Observations
have occurred
during
helicopter tagging studies and

behavioural studies conducted from blinds. An attemptwas
made to find accounts of cannibalism in recent journals, but
the records of early explorers and hunters werenot extensively
surveyed.
Some accounts of infanticide or attempted infanticide are
ambiguous. Wehave listed some accounts asintraspecific killing or infanticide that might have been merely carrion cannibalism. Classifications were based on our field experience
and the circumstances surroundingthe observations (Table1).
Only verified accounts or accounts fromreliable sources were
listed. The following account (TL) is given as an example of
the ones summarized:

On 17 April 1980, P. Bakkenhaug, station chief at the Hopen
weather station, observed a male following a female with one
cub of the year(COY).Suddenly the male rushedupon the pair
and seized the COY.The female also seized her COY and a
grimtug-of-warensued.Thestrugglecontinuedforsome
minutes until the male released the COY;then the female carried her cub about1 km onto thesea ice. As P. Wenhaug and
his group approached, the female abandoned the cub, which
was dead.
Social Behaviour and Geographical StratiJication
COYs and yearlings appear to be most vulnerable to predation by other bears, particularly by large males (Table 1). If
large males were perceived as a threat, females with COYs
and yearlings might be expected to seek areas removed from
those frequented by large males. Alternatively, females may
be able to protect their cubs from attacks in most cases (Stirling, 1974). The existing data provide arguments supporting
both opinions. We agree with Stirling (1974) that the most vulnerable periodfor cubs is just after the female has left the maternity den, and that as the cubs mature their ability to escape
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TABLE 1. Summary accounts of intra-specific aggression, infanticide, and cannibalism
Date
Descriution Observer
Infanticide - Attacks by Males on Cubs
Nansen
September 1896
1950 - 1970
Strand
Forfang
Torsvik
Spring 1962

Harrington

February 1970

Nordes

June 1970

Strand

Fall 1970

Jonkel

Spring 1970 -

Parovshchikov

Location
Franz Josef Land
Svalbard set-gun
sites
Southampton
Island, N.W.T.
. Northwest
Svalbard
Half Moon Island,
Svalbard
Cape Churchill,
Manitoba
Franz Josef Land

1973

Spring 1976

Lentfer

Pt. Barrow. Alaska

Summer 1977

Larsen

Sea ice between

Spring 1979

Taylor

Franz Josef Land
and Svalbard
Pt. Barrow, Alaska

April 1980

Bakkenhaug

Hopen, Svalbard

Spring 1980

Taylor

Pt. Barrow, Alaska

Spring 1980

Taylor

Pt. Barrow, Alaska
Alaska; Canada;
and Greenland

Not
Inuit
Coastal
given

Infanticide - Mother - Offsurine
Kistchinski
Spring 1969
Spring 1970

Uspenskii

Spring 1975

Spring 1979

Belikov
and
Kuprijanov
Belikov
and
Kuprijanov
Hansson
and
Thomassen
Schweinsburg

Spring 1982

Lee

Spring 1975
Spring 1979

Adults Killing Other Adults
Inuit hunters
Spring 1983
August 1984

and
Smith
Alexander

Feeding on Carrion or Disabled Adults
Nansen
September 1896
1950 - 1970
Svalbard
set-gun
hunters

Wrangel Island,
U.S.S.R.
Wrangel Island,
U.S.S.R.
Wrangel Island,
U.S.S.R.
Wrangel Island,
U.S.S.R.
Kongsoya,
Svalbard
S. Devon Island,
N.W.T.
Clyde River, N.W.T.

Agu Bay, N.W.T.
Lancaster Sound,
N.W.T.

Franz Josef Land
Svalbard Archipelago

Male killed 2 COYs
10 accounts of orphaned COYs and
7 accounts of orphaned yearlings
killed by other bears after their mothers
were killed at set-gun sites
Large male attacked female with
COYs
Male attacked female withone
yearling; killed yearling
Male attacked 3 tethered cubs;
killed one, injured .one
Large male attacked and killed
female with 2 COYs
“Most” COY mortalities in Franz
Josef Land are due to attacks by
large males in early spring
2 COYs killed and partially
consumed by a large male
Attack on female with COY by a
young male; no kill

Nansen (1897)

Larsen (this study)
Harrington (l963)
Larsen (this study)
Larsen (this study)
Jonkel (1970)

I

Parovshchikov (1964)
Lentfer (pers. comm:)
Larsen (this study)

1 COY killed and partially consumed

by a large male
Male attacked female with one COY;
killed COY
2 instances of drug immobilized females
with yearlings having yearlings killed;
1 observed, 1 presumed
1 COY decapitated by a large male,
not eaten
Large male bears kill and eat cubs
and smaller bears; general
knowledge from hunters

Taylor (this study)

Malnourished female kiHed and ate
1 COY from a 2-COY litter
Malnourished female killed and ate
1 COY from a 2-COY litter
Malnourished female killed and ate
1 COY from a 2-COY litter
Malnourished female killed but did
not eat 2 COYs
Female went into den with 2 COYs,
emerged with 1 COY
1 abandoned COY found in convulsions~
emaciated female with sibling COY
located by tracks
Two.thin females killed by Inuit were
each found to have 1 COY in their stomachs

Uspenskii and
Kistchinskii (1972)
Uspenskii and
Kistchinskii (1972)
Belikov and
Kuprijanov (1977)
Belikov and
Kuprijanov (1977)
Hansson and
Thomassen ( 1982)

Adult (presumed healthy) killed and
partially consumed
Adult male killed and partially
consumed adult female, but had not
killed her 2 cubs

Male fed from carcass of shot female
Cubs cannibalizing shot mother; bears
of both sexes and all ages eating
bear carrion at set-gun sites

Larsen (this study)
Taylor (this study)
Taylor (this study)
Schweinsburg and
Taylor (this study)

Schweinsburg (this study)
Schweinsburg (this study)

Schweinsburg (this study)
Taylor (this study)

Nansen (1 897)
Larsen (this study)
(continued)
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TABLE 1. (concluded)
Date
Schweinsburg
1973
Strait,
Victoria
April
Schweinsburg
Island,
Tasmania
1976 April

on,
theastern
Latour 1979 Spring
Svalbard
Kongsoya,
Helicopter
1980August
Not given

pilot, YMER
Canada
Alaska;
hunters
Inuit

N.W.T.
Two 2-year-old cubs ate previously
study)
(this
Schweinsburg
mother
immobilized
2 large males abandoned by hunters
N.W.T.
unskinned, completely consumed in
study)
Schweinsburg
less(this
week
than one
Immobilized male killed and eaten
N.W.T.
undetermined
by
number
of bears
Possible cannibalism on previously
immobilized male
study)
bears
polar
Carrion
feeding
by
skinned
study)
carcasses
(this
Taylor
common
at

an attack increases, thereby improving the effectiveness of
maternal defense.
The ability offemales to defend their young is a key
factor in
evaluating the role of infanticide in polar bear ecology. Size
appears to confer an advantage in antagonistic encounters between members of the same sexandbetween
sexes. MT
observed two female polar bears of known age and weight
(both withlitters of COYs) fighting over a freshly killed seal in
Radstock Bay, Northwest Territories, in summer 1978. The
larger, older female displaced the younger, smaller female.
RES observed three polarbears at a single seal kill. The
largest bear was feeding on the kill, the medium-sized bear
wasabout100
m distant, and the smallest bear was about
200 m away.
Adult males are typically two to three times heavier than
adult females (DeMasterand Stirling, 1981), suggesting that a
female would find it difficult to defend a stationary resource
against anaggressivemale.The
fastest andsmallestselfsustaining polar bearsare weaned subadults (three to five
years old). Yearlings and two-year-olds are nearly as fast as
their mothers and certainly faster than adult males.Adult
males are not as fast, nordid they appear to havethe stamina,
of female bears. Large males probably overheat
if theyattempt
to run any distance at too fast a pace (Oritsland and Lavigne,
1976). This disparity is accentuated as the males grow larger
and heavier. The proximateeffect of age and sex differences in
running speed is that young COYs are the most vulnerable to
being captured by large males. Very young COYs also have
difficulty making sustained progress across pack ice. Females
spend several weeks after emerging fromthe den making small
forays in the vicinity of the maternityden, presumablyto
strengthen the cubs for travel (Hansson and Thomassen,
1982).
Stirling (1974) also believed that, except for small COYs,
young polar bears are faster than adult males and are unlikely
to be captured in a chase by the heavier, older bears. He suggestedthat because of this disparity inrunning speed, intraspecific killing is an infrequent occurrence in polar bears.
Stirling (1974) also suggested that adult females with large
young are not subordinate to polar bears of any other age or
sex class and gave an account of a female with two-year-old
cubs displacing a larger male for possession of a seal kill. In a

Taylor
(this
study)
(this

Taylor
Schweinsburg
and

second instance (Stirling, 1974), a female, her two-year-old,
and a large male all fed on a seal together. These observations
were made in summer, after the breeding seasonand presumably just prior to weaning.Two-year-old cubs aremuch larger
than yearlings or COYs; and male two-year-olds are sometimes larger than their mother. Svalbard hunters have documented six cases of females removing and defending young
killed by set-guns: four instances of slain yearlings on Half
Moon Island (winter of 1966-67 and 1967-70), and two instances of slain COYs, one on Ryke Yse and one on Hopen
Island (both in winter 1967) (TL).
Polar bear tagging studies were usually conducted in April
and May, which is the breeding season for adult females that
either have no cubs or are weaning two-year-old cubs.-Often
females with two-year-old cubs havenot yet weaned their offspring and the cubs remain with the female into the spring
breeding season. When a female with two-year-old cubs is approached by a male, she usually does not defend thecubs. The
weaned (or displaced) cubs are often observed trailing the
mating pair, but clearly avoid
any
close contact. This
behaviour is consistent with our suggestion that these large
males (at least during the breeding season) pose a threat to
smaller, non-estrous bears, particularly cubs.
Although the threat of intraspecific predation declines when
cubs become large and active enough to be difficult to catch,
females may still perceive the larger males as a threat to their
offspring. Indications of spatial segregation of females with
COYs or yearlings from other bears are consistent with this
hypothesis.
InHudson Bay,polarbearsareforcedonto
land during
summer when the ice melts. These bears are spatially segregated; groups of large males tend to be found in coastal areas
and family groups farther inland (Stirling et ai., 1977; Latour,
1981). In autumn the bears congregate inthe area of Cape
Churchill, Manitoba, to await formationof the first winter ice.
As the density of bears increases, the degree to which subadults are segregatedfrom adults also increases (Latour,
1981). Wounded subadults have been observed in high density
areas. It is possible that these wounds occurred merely from
play bouts (Latour, 1980, 1981). Only one determined attack
was observedduringautumn
in the CapeChurchill area
(Jonkel, 1970).
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Fifty-six polar bears were observed near a dead Greenland
right whale (Balaena mysticetus)located at 79"55'N, 29'49'E
on 2 August 1980 (Andersen, 1981; Christiansen, 1981).
Females with COYs were not present; however, females with
yearlings were in the area, but not at the carcass where the
density of bears was greatest. No aggressive behaviour was
observed, even though eight adult polar bears were feeding
literally shoulder-to-shoulder. Females with COYs may have
perceived the larger bears as threats to the cubs and avoided
the area.
Kongsoya, a small island in the Svalbard archipelago, was
inhabited by approximately 50 polar bears and surrounded by
openocean in early August 1980 (Taylor, pers. obs.). A
10-kmstrip of remaining shorefast ice provideda substrate for
the polar bears to hunt seals. The highest concentrations of
polar bears (25- 30) were found on or in close proximity to
the shorefast ice, which was dotted with 20 or more seal kill
sites. One female with a yearling was observed near, but not
on, the shorefast ice. One female withtwo COYs was observed ona nearby mountainside, and another femalewith two
COYs was observed hiding under a rock outcropping about 2
km from the shorefast ice.

Cannibalism as the Primary Vectorof Trichinella Propagation
in Polar Bears
While the frequency of cannibalism among polar bears is
unknown, observed levels of Trichinella larvae in polar bear
populations across the circumpolarbasinsuggest that cannibalism is not rare. Table2 summarizes available information

TABLE 2. Observations of Trichinella larvae in free-ranging polar
bears

Number
Examined

Location
Alaska
Alaska
Chukchi and
Beaufort Seas
Southampton I.,
N.W.T.
Greenland
Greenland
Greenland
Svalbard
Svalbard
Svalbard
Franz Josef
Land
Greenland and
Barents Sea
N.E. Siberia
Total

11
104

Source
Rausch et al. (1956)
Fay ( 1960)

292

Lentfer (1976)

3
16
112
231
I

Brown e? al. (1948)
Thorborg et al. (1948)
Roth ( 1950)
Madsen (1%1)
Brown e? al. (1949)
Connell (1949)
Larsen and KjosHanssen (1983)
Ozeretskoyskaya
e?al. (l%9)
Thorshaug and Rosted
( 1956)
Ovsjukova (1965)
Average

8

342
4
218
19
1
1333
519
(38.9)

(5)

on the occurrence of Trichinella larvae in wild polar bears.
Madsen (1961), Rausch (1970), Rogers (1975), and Rogers
and Rogers (1976)proposed cannibalism as a primary vector
of infection for bears. Infanticide is not suggested as an important vector of Trichinella infection since cubs are nourished
primarily by nursing and only secondarily by camivory.
Pinnipeds, particularly ringed seals, are the main prey item
of polar bears (DeMasterand Stirling, 1981).These seals feed
on cold-blooded invertebrates and fishes, which cannot host
Trichinella larvae (Madsen, 1961). Roth (1950),Rausch et al.
(1956),and Madsen (1961)found evidence of Trichinella infection in < 1 % of ringed andbearded seals examined. Lentfer
(1976)suggested that occasional ingestion of an infected seal
could be a sufficient vector for the observed levels of infestation and proportion of bears infected.
To examine the potential effectiveness of a seal vector, we
assume that an adult polar bear catches
and kills50 seals in one
year. Of those seals perhaps 15 are pups killed in birth lairs;
they cannot have accumulated any Trichinella larvae. Of the
35 adult or subadult seals killed, many will be incompletely
consumed. Stirling and McEwan(1975)and Eley (1979)noted
that bears often eat only the blubber of the seals they catch,
leaving the organs and muscles. Assume that 25 of the seals
are completely consumed; if 1 % of those seals are infected
with Trichinella, then a polar bear will eat, on average, an infected seal once every four years.
The life cycle of Trichinella larvae may be completedinside
a single host. Each ingested cyst will produce about 300 larvae, which encyst primarily in the skeletal muscle of the host
(Zimmerman, 1971). Lentfer (1976)reported that the mean
number of cysts-g-' of masseter muscle of infected Alaskan
polar bears was 4.15.Assuming (from research on domestic
pigs) that 40% of total weight is skeletal muscle, and that the
density of cysts in masseter tissue is 2.5 times the average for
skeletal muscle taken as a whole (Zimmerman and Schwartz,
1961; Olsen et al., 1964), a 300-kg polar bear would have to
ingest 664 cysts to achieve 4.15 1arvae.g" masseter tissue.
The few ringed and bearded seals that were infected showed
only trace levels of infestation (Roth, 1950; Rausch et al.,
1956;Madsen, 1961). Larsen and Kjos-Hanssen (1983)also
indicated that the arctic strain of Trichinella is relatively noninfectious; thus every ingested cyst will not necessarily cause
infection.
If we allow 300cysts per infected seal (Le., assume that the
seal ingested one cyst, which subsequently produced 300 larvae, whichthenencystedin
the seal's-muscle tissue) and
assume that all cysts are ingested by the bear and that each ingested cyst produces an infection, a 300-kg polar bear would
have to eat 2.21 infected seals to achieve the observed (Lentfer, 1976)mean level of infestation (Table 3). Our calculations
suggest that a polar bear would take about nine years to consume 2.21 infected seals (Table 3). Employingequivalent
assumptions, a polar bear would have to consume only 400 g
of skeletal muscle from anotherpolar bear infected at 4.15 larvae.g" masseter muscle to achieve the same level of infestation. We suggest that cannibalism couldbe an important if not
the primary vector of Trichinella propagation in polar bears.
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TABLE 3. Calculation procedures to determine average time taken
with Trichinellafrom eatingseals
for a polar bear to become infested
4.15 cystslg massiter tissue = mean infestation rate (Lentfer, 1976)
4.15 cysts/g massiter
tissue
= 1.66 cysts lg
2.5 massiter to skeletal ratio

3m.0
g/bear .
12oooO.Oskeletal
g tissue
bear

0.40 gskeletaltissue
1 .Oweight
g total

.

1.66 cysts

skeletal
tissue
g

=

tissue

12oooO.O gskeletaltissue
bear

- 199200.0 cysts
bear

199200.0 cystdbear
= 664.0cysts ingestedhr to
300.0 cystsproducedkystinjestedproducethe
observed level of
infection

The very high levels of Trichinella observed in some bears
(Lentfer, 1976) probably resulted mainly from cannibalism.
Additionalevidenceisavailablefromthelevelsof
Trichinella infection in indigenous human populations along
the arctic coast. Ringedand bearded seals, sometimes consumed raw, are staples in the diet of coastal Inuit. These
people did notsuffer high levels of Trichinella infection unless
theyhadeatenuncooked
polar bear meat (Williams, 1946;
Lentfer, 1976). Larsen and Kjos-Hanssen (1983) recount the
declineof
Trichinella infection of Svalbard arctic foxes
following the moratorium on polar bear hunting in Svalbard.
Theysuggestthat the decline in Trichinella in arctic foxes
resulted from elimination of polar bear carrion as a food item
for foxes.
Born et al. (1982) found that one walrus fromthe Thule area
wasinfectedwith
50 Trichinella 1arvae.g" muscle tissue.
Only 40 g of this walrus would have to be ingested to achieve
the mean level of infestation found by Lentfer (1976). However, only 2 out of 126 west Greenland walruses tested were
infected with Trichinella (Born et al., 1982). This low level of
infection was typical ofall walrus populations tested exceptthe
Svalbardpopulation(Born
et a l . , 1982; Thorshaug and
Rosted, 1956). About 10% of the Svalbard walrus population
were infected withTrichinella during the period of set-gun and
sport harvest. Born et al. (1982) and Larsen and Kjos-Hanssen
(1983) suggestedpolarbearcarcassesas
a vector for
Trichinella infection of walrus.
The likelihood that walrusescouldserveas
a major
Trichinella vector for polar bears in Canada (as suggested by
Manning, 1960) appears low because in Canada the walrus is
not a primary food item of polar bears (Killiaan and Stirling,
1978; Uspenskii, 1977). Walruses are relatively uncommon in
Canada and Svalbard but seasonally abundant in the Chukchi
Sea (Mansfield, 1958; Fay, 1982; Larsen and Kjos-Hanssen,
1983). Walruses may be a more commonpreyitemand
Trichinella vector for polar bears in the Chukchi Sea.

DISCUSSION

Social interactions have been proposed as a form ofpopulation regulation in other bear populations(Stokes, 1970; Kemp,
1972,1976; Beecham, 1980; Ruffand Kemp, 1980; McCullough, 1981; Youngand Ruff, 1982; Stringham, 1983).
Jonkel andCowan (1971), Beecham (1980), and Rogers
(1975) documented conspecific predation and cannibalism in
black bears. Troyer andHensel (1962) and Pearson (1975)
noted several instances in which brown bears were killed and
eaten by otherbrown bears. The strongest evidence for
population regulation by intraspecific aggression in bears was
from an experimental removalof adult male black bears from
an unharvested populaticn in northern Alberta (Kemp, 1972,
1976; Ruffand Kemp, 1980; Youngand Ruff, 1982). This
study showed an initial increase in population size due to immigration and retention of subadult animals, followed by a
gradual population decline. The decline resulted from maturation of male bears and increased egress of subadult animals,
presumably because of aggressive behaviourby mature males
toward subadults.
Polar bears donot defend territories (DeMaster and Stirling,
1981). Population regulation by aggressive exclusion of subdominant polar bears fromquality seal hunting areas may occur; but data on such interactions are not available. Mortality
of cubs could serve as a regulating mechanism provided infanticide occurred with sufficient frequency. Larsen andKjosHanssen (1983) suggested that the low rates of polar bear cub
survival observedonSvalbard (Larsen, 1985a,b) maybea
result of infanticide.
Another motivation for infanticide was suggested by observations of a radio-collared Alaskan female polar bear whose
yearling cubs were killed by a large male bear. Because the
female was radio-collared, MT was able to observe her intermittently over the period 11-20 April 1980. The female was
accompanied, in turn, by three different males. Although
copulation was not observed, wounds on the males suggested
that they had been fighting for or with the female. After her
recoveryfromimmobilizingdrugs,
the female'sbehaviour
was qualitatively similar to thatof other breedingfemales
when accompanied by males. Wounds on the female, which
occurred after the deaths of her cubs, suggested that she had
been forced to copulatewith the accompanying males. The interest shown by the males in a female that had been recently
lactating suggests that receptivity and ovulationcan be induced
by repeated copulation, relief of stimulation from suckling, or
precopulatory behaviour(Bunnell and Tait, 1981). During the
breeding season,killing cubs may provide a male with areproductive opportunity as well as a nutritional reward. This phenomenon has been observed in other carnivores, in primates,
and in rodents (Sherman, 1981; Packer and Pusey, 1984).
The high frequency of Trichinella infestation in polar bear
populations and the widespread observations of cannibalism
suggest that cannibalism is not an uncommon phenomenon in
polar bear biology. Carcasses of polar bears of any age class
are probably scavenged opportunistically.
The frequencyof intraspecific killing is less apparent. Social
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behaviour suggests that intraspecific killing is usually not
a
threat to healthy adult polar bears (Latour, 1980, 1981 ; Stirling, 1974). Social behaviour of family groups appears to be
related to the age of the cubs. Cubs > 1 year old and subadults
are probably able to resist attacks by being more agile and
faster than larger, heavier adult male bears (Stirling, 1974)..
This advantage appears to be augmented by active maternal
defense in most situations. Victims of intraspecific predation
appear to be predominately COYs and sick, starved, or drugged individuals.
Although infanticide may be minimized in
some areas by
spatial segregation of family groups from other adult bears,
existing data are insufficient to determine the vulnerability of
healthyfamily groups.Previous studies inCanada (Latour,
1980,1981; Stirling, 1974; Stirling and Latour, 1978) and
Svalbard (Hansson and Thomassen, 1982) did not suggest that
cubs were particularly vulnerable. Other studies in Svalbard
indicated highrates of cub mortality at least partlyattributed to
intraspecific attacks (Ldnd, 1970; Larsen, 1985a). A second,
unsettled issue is what effect either vulnerability or the perception of vulnerability has on polar bear social behaviour. Does
the threat of infanticide lead to spatial stratification of family
groups from other adult bears, particularly during the spring
and early summer of the cubs’ first year? The instances of infanticide observed for this remoteandrelatively
solitary
species suggest that social behaviour may play a more important role in polar bear ecology than was previously suspected.
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